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All ERGO products are made to the highest standards in the U.S.A. and are backed by a limited lifetime warranty. At the discretion of the company, ERGO will repair or replace any ERGO product that fails to perform due to normal use. Refunds must be handled by the company where the product was purchased.

Contact ERGO customer service for orders or support by phone 877-281-3783 or email info@ErgoGrips.net. Monday - Thursday, 7am - 5pm MST.

Information and prices in this catalog are subject to change without notice. Due to printing variations colors may not be exact.
**ORIGINAL ERGO GRIP**

$26.00 SUREGRIP™ SKU 4009 Aggressive Texture  
$26.00 SUREGRIP™ SKU 4011 Original Texture  
$26.00 SUREGRIP™ SKU 4000-BK Right Handed (Black)  
$26.00 RIGID SKU 4015-BK Rigid (Black)

The Original ERGO Grip was the first truly ergonomic, shooter-focused grip for AR platform rifles and is still the standard by which positive grip and shooter comfort are measured.

**ERGO A2 CAVITY GRIPS**

$26.00 SUREGRIP™ SKU 4010 ERGO 2 AR Grip  
$26.00 SUREGRIP™ SKU 4014 Flat Top Grip

The ERGO 2 and ERGO Flat Top Grip feature standard A2 size cavities compatible with most market available accessories. Each feature a soft, textured overmold for better comfort and control.
ERGO TACTICAL DELUXE GRIP

The ERGO Tactical Deluxe Grip is larger and more rounded than the Original ERGO Grip featuring ambidextrous palm swells which provide exceptional comfort and control.

$41.50 SUREGRIP™ SKU 4045
$41.50 SUREGRIP™ SKU 4055 with PALM SHELF
$41.50 SUREGRIP™ SKU 4025 FLAT TOP
$41.50 SUREGRIP™ SKU 4035 FLAT TOP with PALM SHELF
$41.50 SUREGRIP™ SKU 4020 TDX™ ZERO ANGLE

NEW PRODUCT SKU 4020

ERGO TDX™ ZERO ANGLE

Designed for improved comfort and control on precision rifle chassis systems. This new grip puts your hand in a better angle for modern shooting positions.

ERGO TACTICAL DELUXE with PALM SHELF SKU 4055

The ERGO Tactical Deluxe with Palm Shelf Grip offers the addition of an adjustable palm shelf to the Tactical Deluxe. The palm shelf allows a consistent and repeatable grip that is popular with PRS.

ERGO TACTICAL DELUXE FLAT TOP SKU 4025

Removing the beaver tail from our Tactical Deluxe, this flat top version fits chassis systems that accept AR grips.

ERGO TACTICAL DELUXE FLAT TOP with PALM SHELF SKU 4035

This Flat Top version of our Palm Shelf TDX fits modern chassis system stocks commonly made for bolt action rifles.

WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including lead, which is known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
The ERGO MSR Grip is the perfect solution for shooters looking for an easy upgrade for their standard AR grip. The MSR grip’s ergonomic shape and texture offers significant control and comfort over the A2 style grip. Patent #D740,910

$18.00 RIGID SKU 4092

The ERGO Shines Grip was designed for shooters who prefer or need to use a compact stance when shooting such as in a vehicle or while using PDWs. The reduced angle of 17 degrees improves comfort and control and the rigid texture provides maximum grip in all environments.

$18.50 RIGID SKU 4093

The ERGO Neverquit Magwell Grip reconfigures the square shape of the AR15/M4 magazine into an aesthetic, ergonomic and comfortable grip that allows the arms to stay close to the body for a very sturdy hold. This product is designed for use with a mil-spec trigger guard.

$21.00 SKU 4965

The ERGO A2 Pistol Grip Plug helps prevent debris from lodging in the A2 cavity and acts as a shock absorber when setting the rifle down.

$5.00 SKU 4935

ERGO Tactical Hand Stop for Picatinny Rail System. Useful on short barrel rifles and shotguns this accessory can act as a hand-positioning device.

$13.25 SKU 4201-55

ERGO Gapper™ fills the gap between the trigger guard and the pistol grip on the AR/M4. Provides a more finished look to your rifle. Patent #6,434,874

$4.00 SKU 4085

WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including lead, which is known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
The **ERGO Classic AK Grip** is the finest grip for AK weapons available. The ergonomic, ambidextrous grip with aggressive texture and molded finger holds. Easily installs with included 6mm screw. Fits PAP AK firearms as well.

**ERGO 2 Scar Grip**

The **ERGO 2 Scar Grip** has the same outside shape as the ERGO 2 Grip but is uniquely designed to install on FN SCAR rifles without additional fitting. It has an inner A2 size cavity that is compatible with many available accessories.

**ERGO HK91/G3 with Palm Shelf**

The **ERGO HK91 with Palm Shelf Grip** has an ambidextrous palm swell that fits medium to large hands. The adjustable palm shelf supports your firing hand. This grip excels on precision rifles.

**SKU 4139 SUREGRIP™ COLORS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BK</td>
<td>DE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OD</td>
<td>GG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PK</td>
<td>PUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REB</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SKU 4141 SUREGRIP™ COLORS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BK</td>
<td>CB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SKU 4190 SUREGRIP™ COLORS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BK</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WARNING:** This product can expose you to chemicals including lead, which is known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
J FRAME REVOLVERS & LCR | LCR X FRAME - SUREGRIP™

**ERGO DELTA GRIP™**

$26.75 SUREGRIP™ SKU 4581 J Frame Revolvers
$26.75 SUREGRIP™ SKU 4583 Ruger LCR | LCR X

The first truly ergonomic grip for J Frame and LCR revolvers, the ERGO Delta Grip™ was engineered to fit the natural point of aim and mechanics of the human hand, wrist and arm, resulting in a superior grip.

*SKU 4581 fits round-butt J Frames but will not fit S&W Bodyguard 38 Model.

$26.75 SUREGRIP™ SKU 4583

**ERGO BERETTA GRIP**

$26.75 RIGID SKU 4540

The ERGO Beretta Model Grip is heavily textured but minimally abrasive and gives superior grip even when wet. It has ambidextrous palm swells and is the thinnest possible to still use standard grip bushings and screws.

*SKU 4540 fits 92 & M-9 Models*

**ERGO RUGER GRIP**

$26.75 RIGID SKU 4580

The ERGO Ruger Mark 2 & 3 Series Grip is a competition tested, ambidextrous grip with palm swells that provide a more consistent grip.

*SKU 4580 fits 2 & 3 Series Models*

**WARNING**: This product can expose you to chemicals including lead, which is known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

**WARNING**: This product can expose you to chemicals including lead, which is known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.
GOVERNMENT 1911 | COMMANDER 1911

**ERGO 1911 XT RIGID GRIP**

These ERGO 1911 XT Rigid Grip surface replicates the texture of skate board tape for a secure grip. Designed to be ultra thin and still use standard grip bushings and screws. Accommodates ambidextrous grip.

- **$21.00 RIGID SKU 4501**
  - XT Tapered Bottom
    - BK  DE  OD

- **$21.00 RIGID SKU 4500**
  - XT Square Bottom
    - BK

STANDARD 1911 | OFFICER’S 1911

**ERGO 1911 XTR HARD RUBBER GRIP**

The ERGO 1911 XTR Hard Rubber Grip is heavily textured but minimally abrasive. A thin profile, it attaches with standard grip screws and accommodates ambidextrous safety options.

- **$21.00 RUBBER SKU 4520**
  - XTRO Officer’s Tapered Bottom
    - BK

- **$21.00 RUBBER SKU 4511**
  - XTR Tapered Bottom
    - BK  DE  OD

- **$21.00 RUBBER SKU 4510**
  - XTR Square Bottom
    - BK  DE

**WARNING:** This product can expose you to chemicals including lead, which is known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
ERGO MINI-MAX™ VERTICAL FORWARD GRIP (VFG)

$43.00 SKU 4231 KEYMOD
$43.00 SKU 4248 M-LOK

The ERGO Mini-Max™ Vertical Forward Grip (VFG) is the most versatile available. Serves as a traditional VFG and may serve as a forward handstop. Mounts flush to KeyMod or M-LOK slots. Made of black anodized 6061-T6 aluminum and is 2.75 oz and 2.5” long.

ERGO ENHANCED ANGLE GRIP

$48.25 SKU 4234 KEYMOD
$48.25 SKU 4243 M-LOK

The ERGO Enhanced Angle Grip is designed to improve shooter comfort and performance by enhancing thumb-over hold allowing for better comfort and control. It can function as an angled forward grip or as a handstop. Constructed of black anodized 6061-T6 aluminum.

ERGO XPRESS VERTICAL FORWARD GRIP

$80.00 SKU 4250

The ERGO XPRESS Nut Vertical Forward Grip (VFG) is an ambidextrous vertical forward grip attached to an anodized XPRESS Nut Mounting Base that is similar to the Original ERGO Grip in form, fit, function, and aesthetics.
WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including lead, which is known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

**ERGO POP BOTTLE VERTICAL FORWARD GRIP**

$21.75 SKU 4253
The ERGO Pop Bottle Vertical Forward Grip (VFG) is an extremely rugged polymer VFG that slides onto the ends of any rail system, including shotguns, that have Picatinny rails.

**STRAIGHT BROOM HANDLE HANDGUARD MOUNTED VERTICAL FORWARD GRIP**

$41.50 SKU 4257
The ERGO Straight Broom Handle Handguard Mounted Vertical Forward Grip (VFG) is an ambidextrous, handguard mounted, vertical forward grip made of overmolded rubber attached to a durable anodized base with a steel bolt. Storage compartment with a foam insert seals with a threaded cap. Mounts to plastic handguards without Picatinny rails.

**ERGO MINI-MAX™ XPRESS LEVER VERTICAL FORWARD GRIP (VFG)**

$82.50 SKU 4271
The ERGO Mini-Max™ XPRESS Lever Vertical Forward Grip is only 3” long, is all aluminum with grooved grip area, and weighs 4.6 oz. Quick attachment and removal from Picatinny rails.

**ERGO STRAIGHT BROOM HANDLE XPRESS MOUNT VERTICAL FORWARD GRIP**

$74.50 SKU 4255
The ERGO Straight Broom Handle XPRESS Mount Vertical Forward Grip (VFG) is a Picatinny mounted vertical forward grip made of overmolded rubber attached to a durable anodized base with a steel bolt. Storage compartment with a foam insert seals with a threaded cap.
ERGO F93 Pro Stock Features:

- Eight-position, collapsible stock with a fixed cheek piece for a constant and repeatable cheek weld in any of the 8 stock positions.
- 8” from receiver to butt plate when collapsed. 12” when fully extended.
- Butt locks into position for the feel of a fixed stock with no rattling or movement.
- Overmolded carbine-length buffer tube, standard castle nut, and ambidextrous sling plate.
- Rubber butt pad for enhanced comfort and secure, positive placement.
- Two quick detach sling attachment points; 3 web sling attachment points and 2 sling hook attachment points.
- 1.3 pounds.

F93 ADJUSTABLE STOCK

ERGO F93 PRO STOCK™

$199.99 SKU 4925 AR-15
$199.99 SKU 4924 AR-10

The ERGO F93 Pro Stock™ is ERGO’s heavy duty flagship stock for AR platforms. Adjustable with a fixed-stock feel in all eight-positions for any size shooter.

ERGO F93 PRO STOCK™ BUTT PAD

$16.50 SKU 4981

The ERGO F93 Pro Stock™ Butt Pad is included with models 4924 and 4925. Patents #6,651,371, #6,874,267, #7,152,355, #7,966,760, #8,800,189.

ERGO F93 PRO STOCK™ STRIKE PLATE

$21.75 SKU 4980

The ERGO F93 Pro Stock™ Strike Plate protects the stock from impact and damage. Machined from 6061-T6 aluminum. Not included with models 4924 and 4925.

WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including lead, which is known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
ERGO MSR ADJUSTABLE STOCK

$39.50 SKU 4921

The ERGO MSR Adjustable Stock fits mil-spec tubes and installs in seconds. It has an integrated sloped cheek weld for shooting accuracy and the matte anti-reflective finish is impact, temperature, and chemical resistant. The stock has an innovative low profile ambidextrous trigger and 2 web sling attachment points and comes with a QD attachment.
The ERGO Modular Free Float Rail System is lightweight and constructed of 6061-T6 aluminum, type III black hard-coat anodized, and CNC machined in one piece.

**CLASSIC MODULAR RAIL SYSTEM**

**KEYMOD**
- $165.00 SKU 4817-9
- $185.75 SKU 4817-12
- $196.25 SKU 4817-15

**M-LOK**
- $165.00 SKU 4818-9
- $185.75 SKU 4818-12
- $196.25 SKU 4818-15

The ERGO Modular Free Float Rail System with a 1.8” inside diameter and 2.0” outside diameter. Accepts most suppressors.

**SUPERLITE™ MODULAR RAIL SYSTEM**

**KEYMOD**
- $91.00 SKU 4819-3 NEW
- $105.00 SKU 4819-5 NEW
- $134.25 SKU 4819-7
- $165.00 SKU 4819-9
- $185.75 SKU 4819-12
- $196.25 SKU 4819-15
- $206.50 SKU 4819-15-DE

**M-LOK**
- $91.00 SKU 4820-3 NEW
- $105.00 SKU 4820-5 NEW
- $134.25 SKU 4820-7
- $165.00 SKU 4820-9
- $185.75 SKU 4820-12
- $196.25 SKU 4820-15
- $206.50 SKU 4820-15-DE

The ERGO SuperLite™ Modular Free Float Rail System with a compact 1.37” inside diameter and 1.8” outside diameter. Ventilation cutouts aid in rapid cooling and weight reduction.
The stand-alone ERGO M4 Forward Rail System is for weapons with a standard A1/A2 front sight base. It installs with no modification to the firearm and weighs 8.7 oz. Provides extended hand-hold opportunities for shooters and accepts Picatinny rail mounted accessories forward of the front sight base. Includes black ERGO LowPro™ Rail Covers.
The **ERGO LowPro™ Ladder Rail Covers** have a santoprene gripping surface that helps protect Picatinny rails in un-mounted areas as well as protecting the operator from injury and preventing gear from hanging up. Installs directly onto Picatinny rail configurations on handguards and cover their respective slots.

The **ERGO 5-Slot LowPro™ Wire Loom Rail Covers** quickly and reliably secures wires to Picatinny rails.

---

**ERGO WedgeLok® Rail Covers**

**PROTECT YOUR RAILS & ADD GRIP**

- **$21.75 SKU 4330-4PK 7-SLOT**
- **$21.75 SKU 4332-4PK 4-SLOT**

The **ERGO KeyMod™ 7-Slot WedgeLok® Rail Cover** and the **ERGO M-LOK™ 4-Slot WedgeLok® Rail Cover** are flexible rubber with aggressive texture that provides additional grip. Low profile and easily trimmable. Heat and chemical resistant.

18-SLOT

**ERGO SLIM LINE TEXTURED RAIL COVER**

**PICATINNY**

$21.75 SKU 4379-3PK 18-SLOT, 3PK

ERGO Slim Line Textured Rail Cover is similar in size to the ladder rail covers and provides a non-slip grip while maintaining minimum profile. Protects you and your equipment from sharp rail edges. 6.8” long, easily trimmed.

15-SLOT

**ERGO DIAMOND PLATE FULL RAIL COVER**

**PICATINNY**

$38.75 SKU 4365-3PK 15-SLOT, 3PK

The ERGO 15-Slot Diamond Plate Full Rail Cover provides a rubber grip surface for improved weapon control. Installs onto Picatinny rails for full rail protection.

18-SLOT

**ERGO FULL LONG TEXTURED RAIL COVER**

**PICATINNY**

$11.00 SKU 4335-2PK 15-SLOT, 2PK

The ERGO Full Long Textured Rail Cover is rigid polymer with a textured surface to provide an excellent grip while protecting Picatinny rails from damage and from the rails damaging other equipment. Designed to slide and lock into place. 6.125” long.

5-SLOT | 10-SLOT | 15-SLOT

**ERGO FULL COVER RAIL COVERS**

**PICATINNY**

$13.25 SKU 4360-3PK 5-SLOT, 3PK

$26.00 SKU 4361-3PK 10-SLOT, 3PK

$38.75 SKU 4362-3PK 15-SLOT, 3PK

The ERGO 5-Slot, 10-Slot, and 15-Slot Full Cover Rail Covers provide a rubber grip surface for improved weapon control. Installs directly onto Picatinny rails for full rail and gear protection.
5-SLOT | 10-SLOT | 15-SLOT

**ERGO ALUMINUM RAIL MOUNT PLATFORMS**

|$18.00 SKU 4752 5-SLOT
$26.00 SKU 4754 10-SLOT
$30.00 SKU 4753 15-SLOT

The **ERGO** 5-Slot, 10-Slot, and 15-Slot Aluminum Rail Mount Platforms do not require alteration of AR handguard heat shields. Socket head mounting screws with special flat nuts for an unobtrusive mount included. Made of anodized flat black aluminum and configured to standard M1913 Picatinny Standards, compatible with rifles and shotguns. 5-Slot is 2.165” long with .7” hole spacing; 10-Slot is 4.155” long with .890”-.209” hole spacing; and the 15-Slot is 6.13” long, 2.25”, 3.75” - 4.125” hole spacing. Includes black **ERGO** LowPro™ Rail Covers.

**ERGO PICATINNY OPTIC RAIL FOR MOSSBERG 500/590**

|$29.00 SKU 4770

The **ERGO** 11-Slot Picatinny Optic Rail Mount for Mossberg 500/590 has a standard M1913 Picatinny rail configuration. Made of 6061-T6 anodized flat black aluminum to be light-weight, long-lasting, and durable.

|5-SLOT| 10-SLOT| 15-SLOT| 11-SLOT|

**ERGO POLYMER RAIL MOUNT PLATFORMS**

|$5.75 SKU 4750 5-SLOT
$8.50 SKU 4751 10-SLOT
$12.00 SKU 4756-6 14-SLOT

The **ERGO** 5-Slot, 10-Slot, and 14-Slot Polymer Rail Mount Platforms do not require alteration of AR Handguard heat shields. Constructed of lightweight glass-filled nylon and configured to standard M1913 Picatinny Standards. Compatible with rifles and shotguns. 5-Slot is 2.17” long with .4”-.875” hole spacing; 10-Slot is 4.155” long with 1.0”-2.0” hole spacing; and the 14-Slot is 5.685” long with .8”, 1.7”, 2.7”, 3.99”, 4.825” hole spacing. Includes mounting hardware and **ERGO** black LowPro™ Rail Covers.

**ERGO 12” BLANK ALUMINUM RAIL MOUNT PLATFORM**

|$42.00 SKU 4757

The **ERGO** 12” Blank Aluminum Rail Mount Platform is anodized flat black aluminum and configured to Standard M1913 Picatinny Standards. Overall length of 11.875” with 29-slots and NO HOLES.
**ERGO M-LOK™ U.M.P. RAIL**

$33.25 SKU 4244
The **ERGO 4-Slot M-LOK™ U.M.P. Rail** has a hard anodized finish on 6061-T6 aluminum. The outside is a Picatinny rail and the inside is the mounting system to the M-LOK™ handguard. Compatible with Picatinny accessories. Can be mounted end-to-end on an M-LOK™ rail to form one continuous Picatinny rail.

**ERGO KEYMOD™ U.M.P. RAIL**

$33.25 SKU 4763
The **ERGO 5-Slot KeyMod™ U.M.P. Rail** has a hard anodized finish on 6061-T6 aluminum. The outside is a Picatinny rail and the inside is the mounting system to the KeyMod™ handguard. Compatible with Picatinny accessories.

**ERGO KEYMOD™ LOWPRO-TM CANTILEVER U.M.P. RAIL**

$43.00 SKU 4766
The **ERGO 5-Slot KeyMod™ LowPro™ Cantilever U.M.P. Rail** is a low profile conversion system that allows use of Picatinny accessories on KeyMod™ handguards.
AR-15

**ERGO ENHANCED LOWER PARTS KIT**

$69.95 SKU 4991 without GRIP  
$79.99 SKU 4979 with GRIP  

The high quality **ERGO AR-15 Enhanced Lower Parts Kit** comes with all the parts to complete your AR-15 lower with the exception of the fire control group.

---

**ERGO AR-15/M16 BOLT CARRIER GROUP**

$185.00 SKU 4958  

The high quality **ERGO AR-15/M16 Bolt Carrier Group** is mil-spec M16 with forward assist serrations. Everything is Melonite coated (black nitride) except the extractor (phosphate) and the firing pin (chrome). Magnetic particle inspected (MPI).

---

**ERGO AR-15/AR-10 ANTI-WALK PIN KIT**

$19.99 SKU 4992 (SET of 2)  

The **ERGO AR-15/AR-10 Anti-Walk Pin Kit**—.154 Hammer and Trigger Pins, set of 2 includes: 2 top quality stainless steel posts; 4 screws; and 2 wrenches. Pin is standard .154” and is rounded to protect against snagging.
WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including lead, which is known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

AR-15

**.750 LOWPRO™ GAS BLOCK**

$27.00 SKU 4821

The ERGO .750 LowPro™ Gas Block is designed to fit under the ERGO Modular and SuperLite™ Rail Systems, as well as most other manufacturer’s free-float handguards. CNC machined 4140 chromoly steel with black nitride/Melonite QPQ finish and chamfered edge with slip-on fit. Internal diameter is .75” and weighs 2 oz. Includes 2 set screws for secure attachment. Accepts standard gas tube. Roll Pins not included.

**.750 LOWPRO™ ADJUSTABLE GAS BLOCK**

$50.75 SKU 4822

The ERGO .750 LowPro™ Adjustable Gas Block has the same standards as the gas block above and adjusts via included .078” set screw and a .078” retaining screw ensuring the system remains locked, no need for thread locker.

**TRIGGER GUARD**

$19.99 SKU 4240

The ERGO Trigger Guard is a great way to give your rifle a custom look and a unique visual appeal. Machined from Type III black hard coat anodized 6061-T6 aluminum.

**ERGO PISTOL CALIBER CARBINE BUFFER SPACER**

$14.99 SKU 4932

The ERGO Pistol Caliber Carbine Buffer Spacer is designed for use with carbine length buffers on 9mm, .40, and .45 caliber AR firearms. Helps to limit rearward travel and lessens the chances of breaking bolt catches. Machined from 6061-T6 aluminum.

**ERGO CARBINE ACTION SPRING**

$8.50 SKU 4960

The ERGO Carbine Action Spring is a carbine length action spring for AR-15 and M4 adjustable stocks. Made to M4A1 Mil-Std Specifications.

**ERGO CARBINE BUFFER ASSEMBLY**

$18.50 SKU 4961

The ERGO Carbine Buffer Assembly is for use with an M4 collapsible buttstock such as the ERGO F93 ProStock™. Weighs 3 oz.
**ERGO CARBINE LENGTH GAS TUBE**

$16.50 SKU 4823

The ERGO Carbine Length Gas Tube is constructed of stainless steel. Includes roll pin.

**ERGO AR UPPER RECEIVER SPRING KIT**

$6.75 SKU 4611

The ERGO AR 5-Piece Upper Receiver Spring Kit includes top quality parts: Ejector Spring; Forward Assist Spring; Port Cover Spring; Extractor Spring; Extractor Spring Buffer.

**ERGO AR LOWER RECEIVER SPRING KIT**

$7.00 SKU 4612

The ERGO AR 9-Piece Lower Receiver Spring Kit includes top quality parts: Bolt Catch Spring; Disconnector Spring; Buffer Retainer Spring; Trigger Spring; Magazine Catch Spring; Hammer Spring; Selector Spring; 2 Detent Springs.

**ERGO DOUBLE LOOP SLING PLATE**

$11.00 SKU 4970

The ERGO Double Loop Sling Plate is an ambidextrous loop end plate for AR-15 platforms that provides a sling attachment to either side of the receiver.

**ERGO CASTLE NUT**

$5.75 SKU 4971

The standard mil-spec CAR ERGO Castle Nut is made of black coated steel and works with commercial, military and hybrid buffer tubes and fits all AR-15 style variants.

**ERGO BARREL NUT SHIMS**

$6.00 SKU 4964-4PK

The ERGO AR Barrel Nut Shims (4 pack) allows you to adjust the barrel nut to the perfect alignment and recommended barrel nut torque. Can be used individually or combined together.

**ERGO TACTICAL CAR STOCK WRENCH**

$9.00 SKU 4959

The ERGO Tactical CAR Stock Wrench is manufactured from heat-treated steel with a rubberized grip for improved performance, safety and comfort. Performs the jobs of a mil-spec castle nut wrench and a standard length receiver extension wrench.
ERGO MAST™ SYSTEM - MODULAR ARMORER STAND

$36.99 SKU 5009 MAST MODULE FOR SIG P320 & BASE
$19.99 SKU 5008 MAST MODULE FOR SIG P320
$36.99 SKU 5007 MAST MODULE FOR 1911 & BASE
$19.99 SKU 5006 MAST MODULE FOR 1911
$54.99 SKU 5005 SMALL & LARGE FRAME MODULE & BASE
$36.99 SKU 5004 LARGE FRAME MODULE & BASE
$36.99 SKU 5003 SMALL FRAME MODULE & BASE
$19.99 SKU 5002 BASE
$19.99 SKU 5001 LARGE FRAME MODULE
$19.99 SKU 5000 SMALL FRAME MODULE

The ERGO MAST™ System - Modular Armorer Stand is one of the most useful maintenance accessories available. Simply bolt, clamp, or slide into the base to securely attach it to a bench and slide your handgun onto the block. Perfect for displaying, cleaning, maintenance, or storage.

Large module fits Glocks: 20, 21, 29, 30, 40, 41.
Small module fits Glocks: 17, 17L, 19, 22, 23, 24, 26, 27, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35.
MAST module for 1911: Fits Colt 1911 and Colt 1911 Clones
MAST module for SIG P320: Fits Sig Sauer P320

Patent pending. ERGO and Falcon Industries are not affiliated with, nor endorsed by, Glock, Inc, Glock Ges.m.b.H, Sig Sauer, or Colt's Manufacturing Company.

ERGO ARMORER BLOCK

$26.75 SKU 4989 AR-10
$26.75 SKU 4996 AR-15

The ERGO Armorer Block is a 1-piece rugged design. Bolt or clamp to a work surface and place an AR rifle onto the block inside the magazine well and the rifle is held in place for cleaning, maintenance or storage. .25” mounting holes.

ERGO CHAMBER FLAGS

ERGO EMPTY CHAMBER FLAGS are constructed of high strength plastic and provide immediate visual recognition of empty chambers on multiple weapon platforms.

RIFLE:  
$6.75 SKU 4984

SHOTGUN: 
$4.50 SKU 4985

PISTOL: 
$6.75 SKU 4986

WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including lead, which is known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.
ERGO XPRESS LEVER BIPOD MOUNT

$70.75 SKU 4291
The ERGO XPRESS Lever Bipod Mount provides quick mounting of bipods to 1913 Picatinny rails with the use of a single lever. Made of 6061-T6 anodized aluminum.

ERGO XPRESS NUT BIPOD MOUNT

$47.00 SKU 4290
The ERGO XPRESS Nut Bipod Mount provides quick mounting of bipods to 1913 Picatinny rails with the use of a single nut. Made of 6061-T6 anodized aluminum.

ERGO XPRESS LEVER PICATINNY MOUNT

$70.75 SKU 4262
ERGO XPRESS Lever Picatinny Mount quickly installs with a single lever to increase Picatinny rail height by .75”. Made of 6061-T6 anodized aluminum.

ERGO Sling Swivel and Mount

$25.75 SKU 4293
ERGO Sling Swivel and Mount allows shooters to mount a standard rifle sling to any 1913 Picatinny rail. Made of 6061-T6 anodized aluminum. It attaches with integrated nylon-tipped set screw and jam screw and features a standard AR sling loop. Includes allen wrench needed for installation.

ERGO 1.5” SLIDE MOUNT

$21.75 SKU 4295
ERGO 1.5” Slide Mount slides onto 1913 Picatinny rails allowing shooters to mount a variety of rail accessories including swivels or bipods. Made of 6061-T6 anodized aluminum.

ERGO .75” SLIDE MOUNT

$21.00 SKU 4296
ERGO .75” Slide Mount slides onto 1913 Picatinny rails allowing shooters to mount a sling swivel. Made of 6061-T6 anodized aluminum. Held in place with set screw and includes allen wrench.

ERGO HK STYLE SLING MOUNT

$26.75 SKU 4298
ERGO HK Style Sling Mount slides onto any 1913 Picatinny rail. Made of 6061-T6 anodized aluminum. Held in place with nylon-tipped set screw and jam screw and includes allen wrench.

ERGO’s XPRESS System quickly installs with a single action, allowing the user to move their accessories while in the field with no additional tools. Install, remove, or move accessories in seconds.
**ACCESSORIES**

**ERGO BIPOD MOUNTS**

$39.75 SKU 4232 KEYMOD
$39.75 SKU 4246 M-LOK

The ERGO KeyMod™ Bipod Mount and the ERGO M-LOK™ Bipod Mount attach securely in a low profile. Contoured to fit Harris-style bipods. Made of 6061-T6 anodized aluminum.

$43.00 SKU 4974

ERGO SINGLE POINT BUNGEE SLING provides maximum weapon maneuverability and retention. Integrated bungee increases shooter comfort. Includes mash hook for positive sling attachment.

$5.75 SKU 4555

ERGO GRIPITS™ are self-adhesive pads that can be applied to any smooth surface of a pistol or rifle where improved grip and weapon control is needed. Measures 1"x2". Comes in 3-PK.

**ACCESSORIES**

**ERGO HAND STOP/BARRICADE STOP**

$46.75 SKU 4230 KEYMOD
$46.75 SKU 4245 M-LOK

The ERGO KeyMod™ Hand/Barricade Stop and the ERGO M-LOK™ Hand/Barricade Stop both have an aggressive textured front for enhanced traction on barricades and obstacles and it’s low profile base also functions as a comfortable hand stop. Made of 6061-T6 anodized aluminum.

$4.00 SKU 4930-KEYRING

ERGO KEYRING MINI MAG LOADER/UNLOADER is a low profile key ring magazine loading tool for .22 button mags. Multiple colors are shipped randomly.

$3.50 SKU 4988

ERGO AR WEDGE reduces the amount of movement between the upper and lower receiver on AR-15s. Trims to fit.

**ACCESSORIES**

**ERGO KEYMOD™ and M-LOK™ QUICK DETACH (QD) SLING MOUNTS**

$26.75 SKU 4239 KEYMOD
$26.75 SKU 4249 M-LOK

The ERGO KeyMod™ Quick Detach (QD) Sling Mount and the ERGO M-LOK™ Quick Detach (QD) Sling Mount attaches a QD sling swivel. Low profile and light-weight. Made of black anodized 6061-T6 aluminum.

$5.75 SKU 4931

ERGO PICTOOL is a durable polymer tool used for removing LowPro™ rail covers as well as starting take-down pins on AR-15’s. Multiple colors are shipped randomly.

$16.50 SKU 4366-KT

ERGO TACTICAL LIGHT SWITCH MOUNT firmly attaches first generation Surefire® and Insight Technologies® pressure switches to Picatinny rails. Includes unique switch holders for each pressure switch type. Pressure switch not included.

**ACCESSORIES**

**ERGO ACCESSORIES**

$3.50 SKU 4988

ERGO ERGO SINGLE POINT BUNGEE SLING provides maximum weapon maneuverability and retention. Integrated bungee increases shooter comfort. Includes mash hook for positive sling attachment.

$4.00 SKU 4930-KEYRING

ERGO KEYRING MINI MAG LOADER/UNLOADER is a low profile key ring magazine loading tool for .22 button mags. Multiple colors are shipped randomly.

$3.50 SKU 4988

ERGO AR WEDGE reduces the amount of movement between the upper and lower receiver on AR-15s. Trims to fit.

$5.75 SKU 4931

ERGO PICTOOL is a durable polymer tool used for removing LowPro™ rail covers as well as starting take-down pins on AR-15’s. Multiple colors are shipped randomly.

$16.50 SKU 4366-KT

ERGO TACTICAL LIGHT SWITCH MOUNT firmly attaches first generation Surefire® and Insight Technologies® pressure switches to Picatinny rails. Includes unique switch holders for each pressure switch type. Pressure switch not included.
The **ERGO M-LOK™ Tri Rails** are extremely lightweight and low profile. These rail systems are made of hard black type III anodized 6061-T6 aluminum. M-LOK™ rails at 3, 6, and 9 o’clock.

$96.00 SKU 4258 REMINGTON 870 & TAC-14  
$96.00 SKU 4256 5 13/16” MOSSBERG 500/590 SHOCKWAVE  
$96.00 SKU 4872 6 15/16” MOSSBERG 500/590

The **ERGO KeyMod™ Rail Forend for Mossberg in Standard & “Short” 5 13/16” lengths** are extremely light-weight and low profile forends for Mossberg 500’s. It is made of black hard-coat anodized type III, 6061-T6 aluminum. Includes black KeyMod™ rail covers.

$117.25 SKU 4243  
$117.25 SKU 4241-SHORT

The **ERGO Tri-Rail Forend for Mossberg 500/590—6 15/16” Length & 5 13/16” Length** both provide shooters with a tri-rail mounting platform for a Mossberg 500/590 forend adding versatility to the weapon. Constructed of 6061-T6 anodized aluminum. Will accept vertical forward grips, lights, etc. Includes black ERGO LowPro™ Rail Covers.

$96.00 SKU 4865  
$96.00 SKU 4865-SHORT

The **ERGO Double Sling Loop Shotgun End Plate for Mossberg 500/590 and the ERGO Double Sling Loop Shotgun End Plate for Remington 870** provide shooters with an ambidextrous sling point. Constructed of 6061-T6 anodized aluminum. 12 gauge only and if used with a pistol grip stock a longer screw may be needed.

$28.25 SKU 4969-MOSS MOSSBERG  
$28.25 SKU 4972-REM REMINGTON
The **ERGO Stock Adapters** can be used to attach any style of AR type collapsible buttstock and pistol grip to your shotgun. Adapters have the proper drop designed in so factory sights can be used (Bead, Rifle, and Ghost Ring). Mounting hardware included.

**MOSSBERG | REMINGTON**

**ERGO STOCK ADAPTERS**

- **$91.00 SKU 4457** **REMINGTON TAC-13 12-GAUGE ALUMINUM**
- **$39.00 SKU 4456** **MOSSBERG 500/590/SHOCKWAVE .410**
- **$39.00 SKU 4455** **REMINGTON 20GA**
- **$39.00 SKU 4454** **MOSSBERG 500/590 12&20GA**
- **$39.00 SKU 4453** **REMINGTON 870**
ERGO M-LOK™ TRI RAILS

MOSSBERG | SHOCKWAVE | REMINGTON

The ERGO M-LOK™ Tri Rails are extremely lightweight and low profile. These rail systems are made of hard black type III anodized 6061-T6 aluminum. M-LOK™ rails at 3, 6, and 9 o’clock.

$96.00 SKU 4258 REMINGTON 870 & TAC-14

REMINGTON

ERGO TAC-13 STOCK ADAPTER

$91.00 SKU 4457 REMINGTON TAC-13 12-GAUGE ALUMINUM

The ERGO Stock Adapters can be used to attach any style of AR type collapsible buttstock and pistol grip to your shotgun. Adapters have the proper drop designed in so factory sights can be used (Bead, Rifle, and Ghost Ring). Mounting hardware included.

$41.50 SUREGRIP™ SKU 4020

The ERGO Tactical Deluxe Grip is larger and more rounded grip featuring ambidextrous palm swells which provide exceptional comfort and control. Designed for improved comfort and control on precision rifle chassis systems. This new grip puts your hand in a better angle for modern shooting positions.

$91.00 SKU 4819-3
$91.00 SKU 4820-3
$105.00 SKU 4819-5
$105.00 SKU 4820-5

ERGO 3” & 5” SUPERLITE™ M-LOK™ AND KEYMOD™ MODULAR RAIL SYSTEM

The ERGO SuperLite™ Modular Free Float Rail System is light-weight and constructed of 6061-T6 aluminum, type III black hard-coat anodized, and CNC machined in one piece. The compact 1.37” inside diameter and 1.8” outside diameter create a clean and sleek profile. Ventilation cutouts aid in rapid cooling and provide substantial weight reduction. Accepts ERGO and all other KeyMod™ or M-LOK™ compatible accessories.

ERGO TDX-0™ TACTICAL DELUXE ZERO ANGLE

.223 .308 SUREGRIP™

4819-3 SuperLite™
4820-5 SuperLite™

ERGO 3” & 5” SUPERLITE™ M-LOK™ AND KEYMOD™ MODULAR RAIL SYSTEM

REMINGTON

ERGO M-LOK™ TRI RAILS

$96.00 SKU 4258 REMINGTON 870 & TAC-14

The ERGO M-LOK™ Tri Rails are extremely lightweight and low profile. These rail systems are made of hard black type III anodized 6061-T6 aluminum. M-LOK™ rails at 3, 6, and 9 o’clock.

WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including lead, which is known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

RECOMMENDED USE: This product is for use in firearms only. Do not use in any other application.

NEW PRODUCTS

ERGO TAC-13 STOCK ADAPTER

$91.00 SKU 4457 REMINGTON TAC-13 12-GAUGE ALUMINUM

The ERGO Stock Adapters can be used to attach any style of AR type collapsible buttstock and pistol grip to your shotgun. Adapters have the proper drop designed in so factory sights can be used (Bead, Rifle, and Ghost Ring). Mounting hardware included.

$41.50 SUREGRIP™ SKU 4020

The ERGO Tactical Deluxe Grip is larger and more rounded grip featuring ambidextrous palm swells which provide exceptional comfort and control. Designed for improved comfort and control on precision rifle chassis systems. This new grip puts your hand in a better angle for modern shooting positions.

ERGO TDX-0™ TACTICAL DELUXE ZERO ANGLE

.223 .308 SUREGRIP™

4819-3 SuperLite™
4820-5 SuperLite™

ERGO 3” & 5” SUPERLITE™ M-LOK™ AND KEYMOD™ MODULAR RAIL SYSTEM

The ERGO SuperLite™ Modular Free Float Rail System is light-weight and constructed of 6061-T6 aluminum, type III black hard-coat anodized, and CNC machined in one piece. The compact 1.37” inside diameter and 1.8” outside diameter create a clean and sleek profile. Ventilation cutouts aid in rapid cooling and provide substantial weight reduction. Accepts ERGO and all other KeyMod™ or M-LOK™ compatible accessories.
ERGO RETURN & RESTOCKING POLICY

All ERGO Grips products are made in the U.S.A. to our high standards and backed by a limited lifetime warranty. If the product was purchased through a Distributor or Dealer, please handle the return of the product through them. Please follow the Distributor or Dealer Policy.

To return an UNUSED/UNMODIFIED product that was purchased directly from ERGO Grips, please call Customer Service at 877-281-3783 to receive a Return Material Authorization (RMA) number. Customer must pay the shipping cost to return product to us. No restocking fee will apply. Please ship the product back to us at:

USPS ONLY:
ERGO Grips
Attention: Returns
P.O. Box 1459
Moriarty, NM 87035

UPS ONLY:
ERGO Grips
Attention: Returns
115 Martinez Road East
Moriarty, NM 87035

Once you have obtained the tracking number, please email it to info@ErgoGrips.net. Refunds will be handled within 2 business days of returned product.

ERGO SHIPING POLICY for E-COMMERCE ORDERS

Within the contiguous United States*, all orders under 150 USD are charged a 9 USD flat shipping rate. ERGO Grips will use the United States Postal Service (USPS) to fulfill most shipments. ERGO Grips reserves the right to use any alternate means of shipping necessary to achieve a timely and cost effective delivery to our customers. If alternate means of shipping are necessary, the customer only pays the 9 USD flat rate.

Free shipping applies for orders over 150 USD within the contiguous United States. USPS will be utilized to fulfill most shipments. ERGO Grips reserves the right to use any alternate means of shipping necessary to achieve a timely and cost effective delivery to our customers.

For shipments outside the contiguous United States, ERGO Grips will use USPS for most shipments. The customer will be charged a shipping fee. In cases where ERGO Grips cannot use USPS, the best alternative will be selected. Shipping is paid by the customer prior to the shipment.

For all international orders, USPS will be used except where USPS does not serve. In that case, the best possible shipping method will be used. The customer pays all shipping for international orders.

*Contiguous United States does not include Alaska, Hawaii, or other territories under the jurisdiction of the United States.

ERGO WARRANTY POLICY

At the discretion of the company, ERGO Grips will replace or repair any of our products should it fail to work due to normal use.

The Warranty is VOID if the product has been modified in any manner or used in such a manner other than its intended use. This includes cosmetic/superficial damage.

If the product was purchased directly from us, please call Customer Service at 877-281-3783 for a Return Material Authorization (RMA) and a return label. We will pay the shipping for a warranty item to be returned.

If the product was purchased through a Distributor or Dealer, please handle the return of the product through that Distributor or Dealer directly and follow their policy.

For shipping warranty items back to us, please use the following addresses:

USPS ONLY:
ERGO Grips
Attention: Warranty Return
P.O. Box 1459
Moriarty, NM 87035

UPS ONLY:
ERGO Grips
Attention: Warranty Return
115 Martinez Road East
Moriarty, NM 87035

Once you have obtained the tracking number, please email it to info@ErgoGrips.net. Refunds will be handled within 2 business days of returned product.

ERGO’S CORE VALUES

at ERGO we are committed to
Provide Unsurpassed Service and Support
Maintain Quality and Performance to deliver time-tested American built products
Work Together to enrich our company and the industry
Uphold Integrity and Trust in our personal and professional conduct

Made in USA
Warranty
GSA Contract Holder

All firearms shown in this catalog are presented for demonstration of products only and are not for sale. Falcon Industries, ERGO, ERGO Grip, ERGO Grip Product, ERGO, SureGrip, Rhino Hide, Gripit, Pro Stock, ARGO Grip, Swift Grip, Delta Grip, SureGrip-AT, and Gapper are trademarks of Falcon Industries, Inc.
FALCON INDUSTRIES

TEL: 877.281.3783
FAX: 505.281.3991
EMAIL: SITEINFO@ERGOGRIPS.NET
WEB: ERGOGRIPS.NET

MADE IN THE USA